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Dolphins and captivity don’t mix
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~by: Elisabelle Aruldoss~

In 2008, Resorts World Sentosa in Singapore bought 27 wild bottlenose dolphins from the Solomon Islands to
be placed in a dolphin exhibition in their Marine Life Park in 2012. Nine of the dolphins were then transported
to Langkawi and the rest were put in Subic Bay, Phillipines.
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However, in 2010, two female dolphins that were put in a holding area in Langkawi died from a bacterial
infection known as Melioidosis. Melioidosis is caused by the soil-dwelling bacterium Burkholderia
pseudomallei and most commonly occurs when a wound comes into contact with contaminated soil and muddy
water.
Following the deaths of the two dolphins, the other dolphins in Langkawi were then transported to the
Philippines and are currently undergoing training in preparation for their arrival in 2012.
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A similar event occurred in 2003, where 28 bottlenose dolphins from the Solomon Islands were imported to the
Atlantida facility in Mexico for entertainment purposes in their Wet ‘n’ Wild Park.
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However, at least 12 dolphins died within five years of the transport. One died as a result of stress a month after
its arrival, and another six died in the next two years due to illnesses. Following this tragic outcome, the
Mexican government implemented a ban on the exportation and importation of live cetaceans for entertainment
uses.
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The surviving RWS dolphins will potentially face a life
of suffering and their fate may be similar to that of the
Mexican dolphins. It is important to consider the
conservation and well-being of wildlife and therefore I
do not believe that the RWS dolphins should be kept
in captivity.
The public needs to know that the beauty of wildlife
should only be observed in their natural habitat. The
intelligence of dolphins is one that is rare in nature,
and they should not be degraded for entertainment.
The deaths that occurred in captive environments all
over the world furthermore prove my point that the
RWS dolphins cannot thrive in captivity.
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Taken from RWS website and I quote “Research,
public education and conservation efforts for marine
life are the cornerstones of the Marine Life Park.” The
irony of it all is that while they uphold conservation as
a key cornerstone, two unfortunate dolphins have
already died under their care.
What kind of conservation are they promoting? How many more dolphins have to die before RWS gets the hint
that they are leading these dolphins to misery? With much support and persuasion to abolish the dolphin
exhibition in RWS, these dolphins can lead a life of freedom in the ocean where they belong.
IMPACTS OF CAPTIVITY
Captivity causes unstable relationships:
Dolphins cannot thrive in captivity. An oceanarium, no matter how big it is, cannot recreate the dolphin’s natural
habitat – the ocean[i]. It simply cannot provide the same social environment for these marine creatures.
Social relationships play a very important role in the well-being of dolphins[ii]. Unstable relationships usually
lead to stress and aggression in dolphins[iii], and loss of social support results in increased stress and a higher
risk of mortality[iv]. Unstable relationships often occur when dolphins are captured from the wild and thus
stripped from their social groups. Also, the death of one or more pod mates, which has already occurred in the
RWS dolphins, can result in further suffering for the pod group as dolphins are highly sociable creatures.
The dolphin groupings determined by humans are artificial and is different from the natural groupings in the
wild. Dolphins that do not get along with the group will be isolated or try to escape confinement. A newly
matured dolphin or an introduction of a new dolphin to the group affects the social hierarchies and
relationships already in place[v]. This instability in the dolphin group can lead to an increase in the risk of
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injuries, illnesses and aggression between the dolphins[vi].
Captivity ignores behavioural needs and causes stress:
Wild dolphins are used to swimming forty to fifty miles a day and diving hundreds of feet. They are constantly
swimming, looking for food and playing with their pod mates[vii]. Unfortunately, marine parks are just too small
to cater to the dolphin’s behavioural needs. The use of echolocation by dolphins for hunting and detecting
objects is also severely limited in captivity.
Dolphins denied the ability to partake in their natural behaviour will exhibit stereotypical behaviours[viii], which
are abnormal behaviours caused by psychological stress. Stereotypical behaviours are believed to be
triggered by artificial environments that do not allow animals to meet their behavioural needs[ix].
Merely transporting dolphins can cause severe stress and many dolphins have died as a result of transport.
According to WSPA, the risk of dying is increased six times during the first five days after capture. It is also
found that 53% of captive dolphins, who have managed to survive the trauma of transport, die within the first
three months of confinement.
Tragic outcomes:
Kathy the dolphin who played the character Flipper in the popular television series “Flipper” died in captivity in
1970. After the TV series ended, Kathy was put in a steel tank without much interaction with other dolphins and
humans. Kathy slowly showed signs of stress and depression according to dolphin trainer Ric ‘O’ Barry.
Eventually, while still the trainer’s arms, Kathy sank underwater and did not swim up for another breath. As
dolphins are not automatic air breathers they can chose to end their life if they find it too unbearable by simply
not breathing. Kathy’s death proves the extent of suffering dolphins can experience in captivity.
Here are some cases of dolphin deaths in captivity according to the Oceanic Preservation Society:
At the Miami Seaquarium in Miami FL, 62 dolphins have died from various diseases such as salmonella, toxic
hepatitis and many others.
In Australia’s Sea World enterprises, 16 dolphins have died from injuries such as spine fractures, twisted
bowels, heart and mammary abscesses, “operating stress” and severe anemia.
The Orlando Sentinel performed a computer analysis of captive dolphins in the 1980s. They found that in the
waters off Florida and other Gulf states, there were altogether 414 dolphins that were captured or born into
captivity. However, over one third of these dolphins were dead by first January 1990.
Dolphins should be in captivity only for rehabilitation or conservation purposes but not for entertainment.
Yes, there are indeed some facilities that are focused on dolphin conservation and rehabilitation. But there are
also many other marine parks that pose themselves as promoters of conservation; whose genuine intention is
to build a money-making industry at the expense of their captive cetaceans.
Resorts World Sentosa certainly seems to be the latter. Besides the revenue it would earn RWS and
enjoyment of visitors, no other benefit can be derived from the dolphin exhibition in Resorts World Sentosa
Oceanarium. And more importantly, there will surely be detrimental impacts on the cetaceans’ wellbeing.
Although there is an argument that dolphins in captive environments have increased life span compared to
wild dolphins, one thing is clear; captivity severely reduces the dolphins’ quality of life.
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Support ‘Save the world’s saddest dolphins’ campaign HERE.
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44 Responses to “Dolphins and captivity don’t mix”

David

29 August 2011

i’m with you, Elisabelle. set Dolphins free, set us free..

chou Ah Lian

29 August 2011

Why all over the world “Angmo” can keep dolphins but not Singapore ha? Is it Angmo more
clever and we Asian not? But notice one thing Asian can tell which animal is the world
saddest, this one sure Angmo cannot one lah!

Jerrick

29 August 2011

When there is a demand, there is always the supply.
For those who supported the dolphins to be free, kindly avoid that place.
If you go, it generally means you support it. Please do not associate yourself with those
rich, heartless bastards whom will meet a tragic end to their life very soon.
By the way, whatever you guys do, RWS will not bulge from their heartless decision and
will ask ‘experts’ to give a thousand reasons to it. If the dolphins diedin the open sea
because it gets eaten by a shark or get head-butted into corals and suffer concussion or
wadsoever, SO LET IT BE. Its suppose to be this way naturally.
But to put them in captivity and trained them to perform stunts which results severe stress
and complications? What are we? Worse and more heartless than the Lee family in
Singapore??

chou Ah Lian

29 August 2011

@jerrick “…….. those rich, heartless bastards whom will meet a tragic end to their life very
soon”.

Actually I’m thinking of supporting your group but now after reading your strong reminder I
am afraid to be associated, is life threatening some more, better not get involve.

iVOTEahMENG

29 August 2011

the dolphin hav the mentality of communication with the humans..sometime they called us
thru iphone yes yes no mistakes..
only dolphin’s iphone are waterproof..
a dolphin is a sailor best mate..in times of trouble dolphin will rescue you 1st..
no ambulance..no $90 A & E charges
sorry no whisky either(no dutyfree whisky mah)
even the notorius nipponese fishermen will let a dolphin go if caught in their fishin net

exscholar

29 August 2011

seriously, don’t visit it if you’re against it. there are others who enjoy it and couldn’t care
less about dolphins dying. who are you to tell them what not to do?

agongkia

29 August 2011

Justice for dolphin?How about me?I am more pitiful than a dolphin.I live in the suateng with
no stress.No food,eat tapioca ,banana or rambutan also can survive.I am force to resettled
into a pigeon hole.Now,choose president also want to kacheow me.Everyday got to
struggle for my 3 meal ,pay and pay.
I rather be a dolphin.Becos you prefer to save dolphin before you save human.Some more I
heard I can communicate with CebuAhMeng with waterproof iphone.At least no 55 or ISA
to worry.

chou Ah Lian

29 August 2011

The dolphins might not be happy now but once they are able to perform for the visitors they
would be very happy, this is their god’s calling. You stop a ballerina from performing than
you are a sinner.

iVOTEahMENG

29 August 2011

.Some more I heard I can communicate with CebuAhMeng with waterproof iphone.At least
no 55 or ISA to worry.
………………
i am indeed goin to cebu again this comin mid sept…
1st to join me? all you need is aroun $1000
spendin money
all hell break loose..guranteed ejakulatin
none of our fello kakis ever complaint or money back
our kakis team are worldwide…
not just singaporium..
hawaiian/chicago/newyorker and british mario the chef(he dancerking 1 night 8 poles
dancers)
if you hav the heart/willpower i will get the chef owkweetow to get in touched with you

Bronze

29 August 2011

Only 2 dolphins have died out of stress! How many Singaporeans have died out of stress
working in Singapore? Imprisoned in our circumstances, we earn enough money just to
pay our bills. Many Singaporeans are sadder than the dolphins. Also when cows are led to
the slaughter, they shed tears. Millions of cows are slaughtered every year.

popcorn

29 August 2011

Heard the dolphin attraction is part of Sentosa IR obligation, for Govt approval for the
casino complex to hoodwink the people this IR is a family entertainment place also.
Dolphin activists are barking up the wrong tree, Sentosa IR management is hinting they
should petition the Govt to scrape this project, the casino management would be very
grateful, as they are under obligation to our Govt to build and maintain the dolphin project.
Easier to management the casino, messier and harder to look after live animals.

So activists, direct attention on our Govt, not the casino owners.

iVOTEahMENG

29 August 2011

popcorn
they are under obligation to our Govt to build and maintain the dolphin project. Easier to
management the casino, messier and harder to look after live animals.
So activists, direct attention on our Govt, not the casino owners.
………………….
do you ALL know that ivory smugglin via singapoor is still open..in the eyes of our
government there is NOTIN illegal
in hongkong it used to be a multimillion$
dollar trade till the outgoin british government enforced the international BANNED laws…
where do you think what the finist piano keys is made from?
and the million dollar$ ivory mahjon set

Farmer Tan

30 August 2011

Question for the “animal lovers”. Do you eat steak? If your answer is yes, what then gives
you the right to determine that the dolphins should be set free and that the cow looks good
next to the mash potato and salad? Why are you not passionately speaking up for the
cows? Is it because the cows are considered lower lifeform just to be bred for the sole
purpose of ending up next to the mash potatoes and salad?

|REL|

30 August 2011

I totally agree with Farmer Tan. All “Free the Dolphins” activists should be vegetarian and
should not keep pets. It contradicts their free the dolphins stand.

Ellie

30 August 2011

@Farmer Tan
… but cows ARE specifically raised for mass human consumption. The same goes for
chickens and pigs. I understand what you’re getting at: self-proclaimed animal lovers are
fighting for the dolphins because they’re cute, and we wouldn’t be as bothered about the
issue if it involved an ‘uglier’ animal like fish. Perhaps this is true of the majority and society
at large, but there are people who genuinely care about non-cute animals too.

Aruldoss

30 August 2011

Good Job Sis.

ram

30 August 2011

ACRES & Young NTUC, please use your money and resources to save uncles & aunties in
their 60s & 70s who have to clear tables, wash plates, sweep roads, stand for 12 hours as
security guards. They are living from hand to mouth, without money to visit doctors when
sick, suffering in silence and loneliness and even dying alone.
Dolphins in RWS are kept in pristine waters, fed, exercised, doctors on call, playmates.
They live a much better life than the above uncles & aunties.
With limited resources, get your priorities right.

HL

30 August 2011

Apols, going to spoil the mood of many here…
1) “If you love dolphins, then don’t eat meat” – Not a good argument. The first we do for little
more than entertainment, while the second for sustenance. Sure, we can live on veggies
alone, but it does not reduce the point that dolphins kept for entertainment is essentially a
bad idea.
2) “If you love dolphins, don’t keep pets” – Surely, you have to understand that a dog is a
domesticated creature, while a dolphin is inherently wild?
3) “Save the dolphins?? Save us instead!” – In due time, and to each its platform. Looking

after other animals need not always always play second fiddle to human needs. In fact, it is
this attitude that is often used to justify animal exploitation.
4) “Dolphins are more happy performing for us in a tank than being shark food in the wild”
– Man, I don’t know where to begin on this one… Something along the lines of everything
being there for a reason, and we do best not to upset the balance of nature, or at least
minimise our impact.
5) “No dolphin spa, then how about zoos?” – Going to be marine bias for this one. Part of
having zoos is to conserve the species that we have encroached upon in our urban
expansion, so for some species, the pretext for extinction prevention is real. But we do not
own the open seas, so the same theory cannot be applied equally.
6) “Don’t like it, don’t go RWS” – Sure, but it does not stop the plight of the dolphins who are
headed this way.
For those of you who think I’m a dolphin-petting hippie, I love sharks too. :)

rajesh Khan

30 August 2011

All this activist are simply foolish to trying impose something they make up to believe, if you
don’t like dolphin show than simply don’t go near. Please direct your attention to find out if
your parents are happy, I doubt many of your parents are not happy because you never
visited them or you never give enough food or money to them. You do know smoking is
bad, you should campaign until the last cigarette factory is closed down. What about plastic
surgeon doing breast implant? Stop that too because it is really not necessary to have
bigger breast.

rajesh Khan

30 August 2011

Is also making one sick for the activist to make use of kids to campaign for them.

BabyM

30 August 2011

God this article was hard to read. Activists and their relevant organizations tend to be a bit
too zealous in promoting their stance, I find, and the reason their articles fail to compel is
not their personal lack of passion in the matter, but that they seem to go to the extremes
and don’t find out what most people want. They also tend to unwittingly push morals and
highlight big differences in opinion.. which is a huge turn-off for most common folk. This is
one instance where stubborn single-mindedness will not work in your favour.
There are just so many organizations with so many “save the world” causes that you have
to be able to distinguish yourselves from the crowd. ‘Why should we pay attention?’ they’ll
ask. imho the difference is in the delivery. If you think about it, good causes are all calling
you to heed one same message – “Do the right fing”. Seriously, once a person decides to
do the right thing, like not just say say nia, you’ll realize that they’ll start to do the right thing
in all aspects of their life. Not just when it comes to dolphins. Or kittens. Or whatever
cause/belief is fashionable today. But you don’t go waving big sticks and telling us our way
of life is disgusting, I mean, god, isn’t school, the government, and all these ubiquitous
stick-wielding systems enough already?! Most of us kena whack until numb, and we still
wanna try the same thing – a bit spas rite!
While human beings are all reasonable, there’s just so much negative reinforcement (and
it’s always tempting to add to it) in the world that we just don’t respond to it anymore, except
when things literally blow up.. it’s positive reinforcement that will convince us to sit up, listen
and act.. when someone believes that each of us has it in us to be better people, we’re
inspired to live up to that. But when we make that decision, we have to be convinced that
ultimately, it benefits us individually. If there’s one thing I’ve learned in dealing with people,
it’s that standing on an island and yelling something along the lines of “you fools, don’t you
know you’re wrong” at everyone on the mainland really only helps to widen the divide.
Imho, those of us who are on the same side can start by showing how we are all the same,
rather than focusing on how we are different. When you genuinely believe that others have
it in them to reach the greatest good, equally, and others will surprise you by responding
with great enthusiasm to meet that expectation.
We’re not better than anyone else – if you have that attitude, it will show. “Holier than thou”
oozes out of your pores. People aren’t dumb. They’ll see right through it. Remember, it’s
the common people and society, and not the government, that will change all sorts of
crappy practices around the world.. it need not start or end with the dolphins (so long and
thanks for all the fish).
Oh and it’s not so important in the scheme of things but, just to make my position a little
clearer, I’ve always believed in animal rights – just seldom the institutions that push them
(just like the article says, many exploit in the name of charity). I’m Pescatarian – That
means my diet’s just like the dolphins, except that my options are broader and a lot more
appetizing. :-) And I do not like the state Singapore’s in. Singapore, and us Singaporeans,
deserve so much better, and deserve to be so much better. In every way.

agongkia

agongkia

30 August 2011

@rajesh khan
What about plastic surgeon doing breast implant? Stop that too because it is really not
necessary to have bigger breast.
……………
This one I dun agree with you.
What does big breast got to do with dolphin?
Only FT dun know Singaporean want everything big.AhMeng will sure appear if he read
this.

Bob HiggIns

30 August 2011

The dolphin would be well taken care of in captivity than wild. I support keeping them there.
You may hear lots of noise in the Internet, but they do not represent the majority.

Halima Gose

30 August 2011

OMG! Maybe Patrick Tan has something to contribute to the soil bacteria case, isn’t he
Singapore’s leading expert on Meliodosis???

Farmer Tan

30 August 2011

@Ellie
It’s not really about which animal is cuter. It’s more about what gives us the right to judge
that animal A deserves to be free and animal B deserves to be food.

rajesh Khan

30 August 2011

Singapore is getting too much rubbish, telling our kids that those dolphins in RWS are the
saddest in the world? This is stupid, don’t corrupt your kids. Next they would tell you to
release your parents into the wild because they believe human are best living in nature.
mod: astroturfing

tocqueville

30 August 2011

SAVE HUMANS FIRST!
Then save dolphins, elephants, tigers, chimpanzees and lawyers.

say kimchee

30 August 2011

@Ellie
What about horse racing? Do you support or you against?
If dolphins are not suppose to be captivity than why should we keep horses for racing? Isn’t
that abusing animal as well in your narrow language? Please do not impose your
preference on others, your choice might not be what others preferred. This shows how your
group do not respect others.
I am looking forward to watch dolphins show in RWS, kids will surely enjoy because we
don’t simply cultivate hate in them but not those kids whom your group has corrupted.

BuayaChin

30 August 2011

I don’t get what majority of the posters are thinking….
The main problem here is “Wild animals should not be caught and trained to entertain the
masses.”
Imagine that you can go ANYWHERE in Singapore without any restrictions, then suddenly
you are locked up and can only STAY IN YOUR HOUSE FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE,
how will YOU feel?
I doubt anyone will make any noise is the dolphins have been born and bred in captivity
then sold to RWS.

David

30 August 2011

It is a wild bottlenose dolphins, let them go..free them.

clarity

30 August 2011

Please watch the documentary “The Cove”.

iVOTEahMENG

30 August 2011

agongkia30 August 2011
@rajesh khan
What about plastic surgeon doing breast implant? Stop that too because it is really not
necessary to have bigger breast.
……………
This one I dun agree with you.
What does big breast got to do with dolphin?
Only FT dun know Singaporean want everything big.AhMeng will sure appear if he read
this.
……………………
silicon implant is just liked pressin a silicon mouse/keypad…
i don’t hav to press that in cebu
i just buy microsofts…press all 1 1st
pay 1 time nia

popcorn

30 August 2011

Dolphins are lovable, free spirited creatures. Anyone observing them playing and jumping
about in the wild seas would fall in love with them.
Until they are endangered category to near extinction, it’s more humane to let them go.
These animals are not fodder for human consumption, unlike domesticated pigs and cattle.
It won’t cost a cent to free them back to sea, it needs a lot of money to help financially
strapped ah pek and ah um, seen slogging at clearing tables and washing tiolets and
collecting boxes.
All living creatures, humans included, are born free, and should remain free.
Animals were not created by God to entertain human beings.

iVOTEahMENG

30 August 2011

ok peeps..
me is goin to give moi’s personal assestment in this topic in moi capacity as a tuko humsum
bloke
………..
1) dolphins in seaworld are very very well taken cared of..enough to eat with vet on call
24/7(no A& E $90 charges)
2) zoo..nowaday the whole wide is adoptin open zoos just liked mandie by night
3) food of animals..please lark it has been raised as consumption so be it
i luv/adore a steak & kidney pie anytime
that doesn’t mean i am hannibal smith..am i?
4) i don’t used makeups where rabbits are bein tested with sprays that would blind them if
the chemical is miscalculate
ow many animals activist ere don’t used makeups? please raised your eyes lashes?
………….
so b4 1st become a hypocrite..looked into the mirror real deep and if you happenned to see
that apple queen stepmother..please let me know..she owed me some money.. i need to
smear her image

georgia tong

30 August 2011

Well said ‘HL’. RWS is obviously using animal conservation as an excuse to exploit the
dolphins. It goes against conservation to have wild dolphins capture and to be confined for
life to entertain us. It is plain cruelty and inhumane. RWS thinks the public are gullible or
what ? Stop insulting our intelligent and do the right thing if RWS truly believes in
conservation. Animal welfare has to be top priority and $$. RWS wanted the dolphins to
attract the crowd to them. Increase human traffic will boost their casino patrons. Scam bags
lying about caring for animals.

xxx

30 August 2011

@ chou ah lian
u can do a ballerina infront of me as and when i like it. u damn sinner..

chou Ah Lian

30 August 2011

the dolphins might not be happy now but once they are able to perform for the visitors they
would be very happy, this is their god’s calling. You stop a ballerina from performing than
you are a sinner.

Anthony

31 August 2011

Dun bother trying to convince some of the ass hole in this world to think otherwise about
enslaving dolpine. One even said”Dolphins are more happy performing for us in a tank
than being shark food in the wild”… Then i enslave u. Put u in my home feed u,pet u.U
perform for many ppl ok? Let u be super happy! haha.i love a enslave human than a
enslaved dolpine!
Its ur calling to be a slave! now be my slave.I will give u nice food and lodging.

e_nonymus

31 August 2011

Strange.
1) I dont see how these dolphins differ from other animals in Zoo/Circus around the world.
2) People still have fish tanks/bird cages at home, right? Are those lives somehow inferior?
3) How else would we see the dolphins? We can read/watch youtube etc, but everybody
loves to see them in real life and sadly, there is no other way.
Though I am not in support of caging animals, if they are treated properly and cared for, I
dont see much cause to protest.

animal welfare

31 August 2011

Dear e_nonymous
Firstly, Dolphins cannot handle evironments as well as other animals. That is the
difference. You don’t see many other animals in Zoos dying or getting illnesses most of the
time. However, in the core of this article, you can see that there is evidence of suffering for
dolphins, as well as tragic deaths (see tragic outcomes) If the same thing occured in Zoos,
then there would definitely be an uproar about it.
Circuses on the other hand, is way different from zoos. I am against circus animals. If you
put it in this way, captive dolphins are circus animals in the sense that they are trained to
perform tricks for the public.
Of course there are many animals that are facing welfare issues. However, the purpose of
this article is to raise the concerns of issues in Singapore, and the the most important
animal welfare issue right now is the captive dolphins. Yes, it might seem somewhat selfish
that people put dolphins greater than other animals because they are cute or for other
reasons. However, these dolphins really need help and if we are able to help them, at least
we made life better for a certain species of animals.
I dont see why people say that “oh but other animals in the world are also suffering, why do
you only care about the dolphins?” Are they trying to justify that we should not do anything
about it just because its not fair to other animals in peril? I think the right way to go is to
deal with the issues that are in dire need of our help and that we can handle right now not
and not just ignore them to be fair.
Coming back to your second point, no their lifes are not inferior, actually it all comes down
to their emotional response. Doplhins, are intelligent as we all know, they have high levels
of emotions, they can suffer severe levels of stress. As i mentioned briefly in my first point,
they cannot handle captive environments as well as other animals.
For you third point, that is something we have to research about. If you want to learn about
wildlife, the BEST way to do it is to observe them in their natural habitat. It is a battle
between our selfishness of wanting to see them and the dolphin’s welfare.

Loh Kitty

31 August 2011

Some people trying to be smart but ended up looking stupid. If you don’t like dolphin show
than don’t go, simple as that. Don’t make use of kids to fight for a very stupid case.

juan

31 August 2011

ppl really need to educate themselves before posting baseless contents.

liberte

1 September 2011

many more bears are dying in china and many more orang utans are dying in borneo and
indonesia. why not these people fight for them? are they trying to get a free meal from
RWS?

iVOTEahMENG

1 September 2011

liberte1 September 2011
many more bears are dying in china and many more orang utans are dying in borneo and
indonesia
………………
have lark
the bears in china is protected by the chinese government with a direct order
shoot2kill poacher
the orangutans(my cousins) died of banana overfeds……..
you think so easy to kill an orangutan?
its the dyaks who are hungry..they shoot my cousins with poisonous darts
anyway..if the dyaks hav no orangutans..
they will shoot the activists..the dyaks are world renown cannibals…
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